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WELCOME TO ORLOFF
Welcome to ORLOFF, the Spa Experts Company in Greece
ORLOFF is one of the most renowned spa consulting companies in Greece thriving in the market of
cosmetics and spa products since 1997 with leading international spa brands.

An Expert in Aesthetics & Wellness in Athens
By applying its cutting-edge expertise in aesthetics, ORLOFF succeeds in mastering every kind of
technique related to beauty, relaxation and well-being through a sheer variety of refined antiageing skin care products, massage therapies and aromatherapy treatments.
The ORLOFF spa experts company offers an exclusive distribution channel comprised of
professional circuits like beauty institutes, medical offices and hotel spas providing the perfect
blend of ingredients and efficient spa treatments in order to satisfy the most demanding clientele of
spa goers and beauty addicts.

A precious partner for the hospitality market in Greece
The Orloff’ portfolio witnesses strong credentials in four and five star hotels. ORLOFF’ mission is to
fill the cultural gap existing between the hospitality and the spa industries, which are bound to
grow together.
ORLOFF is a precious partner for hotels who want to learn how to start a spa, how to implement
spa services and address spa management issues.

A unique business expertise in spa services
The competitive advantage of ORLOFF lies on the strong business spa expertise as the spa itself is
considered a profit unit, independently of the hotel.
This expertise is grounded on long-term hotel partnerships in Greece which have passed
successfully the proof of time, from setting up a spa to offering premium spa services.
ORLOFF delivers spa consulting services for the successful operation of a profitable spa, based on
internationally acclaimed spa values and standards.

ORLOFF spa experts tool kit for a spa set up
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Beyond the thorough training on genuine massage techniques and skin care protocols, ORLOFF
shares its spa know-how:
Creation & design of the spa menu
Mystery shopper visits
Merchandising, retail corner
Management training
Spa marketing
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